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Plaintiff,

Enternet Media, Inc. , a California

Cp. Inc. , a
CalifornIa corporatIOn; Llda RohbahI
individually and as an officer of
Entemet Media , Inc. and Conspy &
Co.) Inc ; Baback (Babak) HakImi
indIvidually, doing business as
Networld One , and as an officer of
, Entemet Media Inc. and Conspy &
Co.) Inc. ; and NIcholas C. Albert
indIvidually and doing business as
Iwebtues and ww. lwebtues. com
, Defendants.
c01Joratton; Conspy &

.f-'
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Plaintiff, the Federal Trade Commssion ("FTC" or " Commssion ), for its
' complaint alleges as follows:

3 1.

The Commssion brings this action under Section 13(b) 6fthe Federal Trade

Commssion Act (" FTC Act" ), 15 U. C. g 53(b), to obtain preliminary and

permanent injunctive relief against the defendants to prevent them from

engaging in deceptive and unfair acts or practices in violation of Section
5(a) of the FTC Act , 15 U:S. C.
including rescission ,

g 45(a), and to obtain other equitable relief

restitUtion, and disgorgement , as is necessary to

redress injur to consumers and the public interest resulting from the
defendants ' violations of the FTC Act.

AN VENU

JUSDICTION

12 2. ' Subject matter jursdiction is conferred upon this Cour by 15 U.
45(a), 53(b), and 28 U:. C. gg 1331 ,

14

1337(a), and 1345.

Venue in the United States Distrct Cour for the
California is proper under 15 U. S.

C. gg

C. g 5 3 (b),

Central Distrct of

as amended by the FTC Act

Amendments of 1994 , Pub. L. No. 103- 312 , 108 Stat. 1691 , and 28 U.
gg 1391(b) and (c).

PLAINTIFF

19

Plaintiff; the Federal Trade Commssion
United States governent created

, is

independent agency of the

by statute. 15 D.

C. gg 41

et seq.

The

Commssion enforces Section 5(a) of the FTC Act, 15 D. C. g 45(a), which

prohibits deceptive or unfair acts or practices in or affecting commerce. The
Commssion is authorized to initiate federal distrct

court

proceedings by its

own attorneys toenjoin violations of the FTC Act to secure such equitable
relief as may be appropriate in each case , including restitution for injured
, 26

consumers , consumer redress , anddisgorgement. 15 D.

28 Complaint
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C. g 53(b).
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DEFENDANTS

Defendant Entemet Media, Inc. (" Entemet Media ) is a California
corporation with its principal place of business located at (REDACTED

See Complaint Reference List #1), Woodland Hills , CA , (REDACTED , See
Complaint Reference List #1) and 7334 Topanga Canyon Blvd. , Suite 106
Canoga Park ,

CA , 91303. Defendant Enternet Media doe s or has done

business as "Entemet
Miracle

EliteBar

Conspy & Co.

Miracle Search

Elite toolbar

ww. conspy. com,

Search

ww. searchmracle. com EM Toolbar
ww. c4tdownload. com .. and

ww. cash4toolbar. com. .. Defendant Eiltemet Media transacts or has
, transacted business in

12

this Distrct.

Defendant Conspy & Co. , Inc. (" Conspy ) is a California corporation with

its principal place of business located at (RDACTED , See Complaint

. 15

Reference List #1),

Woodland Hills , CA (REDACTED , See Complaint

Reference List #1).

DefendantConspy does or has done business

Eritemet

Entemet Media

ww. searchmracle. com

w-. conspy. com,
EM Toolbar

EliteBar

as

Search Miracle
Elite toolbar

c4tdownload. com '; and .. ww. cash4toolbaI.com. .. Defendant
Conspy transacts or has transacted business in this Dis ict.

20

Defendant LidaRohbani , also known as Linda Rohhani and Lida Hakimi , is

21 .

or has been an officer and director of corporate defendants Enternet Media

and Conspy. Individually or in concert with others , she has formulated
directed , controlled , or participated in the acts and practices of Entemet

Media and Conspy, including the acts and practices set forth in this
complaint , and has done so at all times pertinent to this action. Defendant

Lida Rohbani does or has done business as " Entemet

28 Complaint
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Entemet Media

, ..

""

"..""

, "...."

ww. conspy. com

Conspy & Co.

"" ""

". ", " .. .. "

" "

.. "" "

Search Miracle

ww. searchmracle. com. EM Toolbar EliteBar Elite toolbar
ww. c4tdownload. com " and "ww. cash4toolbaI.com. " Defendant

Lida

Rohbani resides or has resided and transacts or has transacted business in

this Distrct.
Defendant Baback (Babak) Hakmi , also known as Bobby Rohbani and
Bobby Hakimi ,

is or has been an officer and director of corporate

defendants Entemet Media :and Conspy. Individually or in concert with

others , he has formulated , directed, controlled, or parcipated in the

acts

and practices of Entemet Media: and Conspy, including the acts and

practices as set forth in this complaint, and has donesQ at all times pertent

to this action. Defendant, Hakmi does or has don business as "Networld
One

ww. c4tdownload. com, ww. cash4toolbar. com

Entemet Media

Conspy & Co.

ww. searchmra,cle. com

www. conspy. com.

EM Toolbar;

Enternet
Search Miracle

EliteBar " and " Elite toolbar.

Defendant Hakrn resides or has resided and transacts Of has transacted

business in this Distrct.
Defendant Nicholas C. Albert , individually or in concert with others , has
formulated , diected, controlled , or paricipated in the acts and practices as

IS)

set forth in this complaint " and has done so at all times

nent to this

action. Defendant Albert does or has , done business as "Iwebtues and

ww.iwebtues. com. .. Defendant Albert resides or has resid d in Ohio
and transacts or has transacted business in this Distrct.

COMMRCE.
10.

At all times relevantto this complaint, the defendants have maintained a
substantial course of trade in or affecting commerce , as " commerce "

28 Complaint
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is

""

" "

defined in SeCtion 4 of the FTC Act" 15 D.

C. 9 44.

DEFENDANTS' BUSINESS PRACTICES

Overview
11.

Since at least May 2005 , defendants Enternet Media, Conspy, Lida Rohban

and Baback Hakimi (collectively the " Enternet Media defendants " or the
EM defendants ), working in tandem with their affiliate marketers , who are
primarly webmasters and

who include defendant Nicholas Albert; have

deceptively distrbuted via the Internet exploitive advertising , software

code'

onto the computers of consumers. . The EM defendants ' exploitive

, advertsing softare

code (the " EM

code ) bears several monikers

including but not limited to the following: " Searchnacle
EMtoolbar

EliteBar

Elitesidebar " and " Elitium. " Although the exact parameters

of the EM code have changed over time , once the EM code is installed on
consUmers ' computers , it has enabled tlle EM defendants to: (1) track

consumers ' Internet activity; (2) change consumers ' preferred Internet

homepage settings; (3) insert a new toolbar onto consumers ' Internet
browsers; (4) insert a large side " frame " or "window " onto consumers

browser windows that in

tu displays advertsements; and. (5) display

numerous "pop up " advertisements Qn consumers ' computer screens , even
when consumers ' Internet browsers are not activated. Once installed on a

20'

consumer s computer , the EM code substantially interferes with the

fuctionality of that computer, and it is very diffcult for a consumer to
uninstall or otherwise remove the. EM code.

, 23
: 12.

In order to lure consumers into downloadig and installing the EM code
onto their computers , the EM defendants and their affiliates , including

, defendant Albert , have made numerous material deceptive representations

28 Complait
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and omissions in their marketing media.
13.

First , on their affiliates ' websites and other locations , the EM defendants
have displayed several different softare " installation boxes " that "pop ' up
and appear on consumers ' computer screens. They

purort to describe

the

corresponding softare code: and prompt consumers to commence the

installation process. In these installation boxes , the EM defendants have
represented that the EM code is innocuous , free software or " freeware " or

other files. For example , in their softare installation boxes , the EM
defendants have represented , alternatively, that the EM code consists of
music files , cell phone ring tones , photographs ,

10,

and song lyrcs.

In one

pa.rticular series ofi.l1stallationboxes , the EM defendants have attempted to

exploit consumers ' groWig

alar over

Internet secUrty by disguising the

installation boxes as security waring messages , representig that the
consumers ' Internet browsers are defective , and urging consumers to

doWnoad , at no cost , a pliortedbrowser

upgrade

The EM defendants do not disclose the tre

or other securty patch.

natue and

effect of the EM

code in their installation boxes or in their other related marketig media.
14.

Second , the EM defendants have assisted their affiliates in sureptitiously

, bundling the EM code with various tyes of " freeware " and other files

including free music files. il

one parcular bundling scheme ,

the EM

defendants , along with their affiliate , defendant Albert,. have capitalized on

the growing popularty of " web logs " or ' 'blogs '' which . are shared online
personal jourals that are published on the Internet.
15.

Defendant Albert has operated a website that offers free music files to
unsuspecting blog authors (or ' 'bloggers ), as well as to other website

operators , ostensibly to playas background music on their blogs or other

28 Complait
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websites. On his music website ,

defendant Albert has instrcted

bloggers

and other website operators to select and then copy the purorted

files and corresponding softare

code from

music

his website and "paste " them

into the source code for their blogs or other websites. On his music website
or in his other related marketing media, defendant Albert does not disclose

the existence of the EM code. As a result, unbelrownst to the bloggers
when a consumer later visits the co-opted blogs , the EM code displays the

series of the EM defendants

securitywaring " installation boxes that

prompt th visiting consumer to downoad a purorted ftee browser upgrade

or other security patch.
16.

Contrary to the defendants ' representations , the EM code is not a ftee
browser upgrade or other securty software. Nor is it any other type of

innocuous fteeware or files , such as free music files , ring tones and the like.

Rather , it is code that enables the EM defendants to track online activity,
change Internet homepages , insert new toolbars and side ftames onto
consumers ' browser windows , and display pop-up advertsements onto

, 16

consumers ' computers.
17.

In the course of marketing and distrbutig the EM code to consumers , both

the EM defendants and defendant Albert have made material false and

, misleading representations and omissions in their marketing media, and

accordingly, they have engaged in deceptive acts or practices in violation of
Section 5 of the FTC Act. In the

ourse of marketing and distrbuting the

. EM code to consumers , the EM defendants have caused substantial
consumer injur

that is not reasonably avoidably by consumers and is riot

outweighed by countervailing benefits , and , accordingly, they have engaged
in unfair acts or practices in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.

Complait
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The

18.

, Defendants Affiliate Marketing Program

Since at least the end of 2004 , the Enternet Media (" EM" ) defendants have
created and distrbuted code that tracks online activity, changes Internet
hqmepages , inserts new toolbars and side frames onto consumers ' browser

widows , and displays "pop up " advertisements on consumers ' computer
screens. The EM defendants have also' created corresponding marketing
media that lure consumers into downloading and installing the EM code.
19.

The EM defendants distrbute their code arid marketing media to consumers

primarily through their affliate marketers , which include defendant Albert.
The EI\1 defendants ' affiliate marketers are often webmasters who operate

1 1

.l.l

web sites that purort

20.

The EM defendants operate their affiliate program primarly
affiliate recruitig

14'

to offer free software , or "freeware " to consumers.

and support websites ,

through

their

including

ww. cash4toolbars. com" and "WW. c4tdownload. com. "

On

those

websites, the EM defendants ,provide their affiliates with the EM code , as

well as with the marketing media for the affiliates to display on the
affiliates ' websites in order to induce consumers to downoad and install the

EM code. The EM defendants also assist their affiliates in ' 1Jundling " the
EM code with other " freeware.
Deceptive Software Installation Practices
21.

The EM defendants provide marketing media to their affiliates , including a
varety of different ' pop up

installation boxes " thatthe affiliates then

display on consumers ' computers to prompt consumers to download the EM
code. These .installation boxes contain text that purorts to describe the
softare and prompts the

28 Complait
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OK" button contained within the boxes. . For example , the EM defendants

display a series of three installation boxes that disguise the EM code as an
Internet Explorer browser upgrade or security patch. In the first of their
three "pop

up " installation boxes , which is labeled " Securty Waring, " the

EM defendants state: YOU have an OUT OF DATE browser which can

cause you to get infected with viruses , spam and spyware. To prevent this
press YES now.

8 , 22.

(Emphasis in original).

X" buttons , the EM defendants then

If a consumer clicks on the "

" or "

display a second and third installation box on the consumer s computer. In

their second installation box, the EM defendants , who have no affiliation
1 1

.L.L

with I\1icrosoft , label their "pop up "

as "Microsoft

temet

xplorer

;:Tl

state: " Click YES to upgrade your Microsoft Internet Explorer Now!"

13 23.

In their thid installation box , the EM defendants again label their

, , installation box as "Microsoft Internet Explorer"

and state that "

STRONGLY recommend you upgrade your , Microsoft Internet Explorer
Browser. : . Click YES Now!"

17 24.

In other installation boxes

consumer can

, the EM defendants represent that

click Yes " in order to download a varety of other tyes of free softare
files , includig " clickig

Yes "

or

to: " downoad to days ( sic) 1423 free icons

star-(Jennys Live Webcam and Nikk' s Live Webcam) session
download our whole collection of Screan (sic) Savers

hundrets (sic) of free sirlies

download our complete database of lyrcs

download this (computer game) crack "
codes

see my pictue

installs (sic)

to "

view (computer game

) cheat

download a111318 free rigtones avaliable (sic),

download the FREE CD covers " and " download widows wallpapers.

26 25.

In connection with these installation boxes , if a consumer clicks on the

28 Complait
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designated " Yes "

, 1

or "

OK" button, the EM defendants then immediately

cause the EM code to be downloaded and installed onto the consumer

computer. The EM defendants do not disclose the natue of the EM code in
their installation boxes or in their other related marketing media.
26.

The EM defendants not only provide their affiliates with the EM code and
the installation boxes , but they also assist them in bundling the EM code

with other software. Defendant Albert provides an example of such affiliate
bundling.
27.

Defendant Albert operates a website , ww.iwebtues. com. that ostensibly
offers free music files to "bloggers " and other website operators. But

1 1

.L.L

unbelmmvnst to the bloggers , defendant Albert has sureptitiously bundled

those music files with the EM code. Defendant Albert has ,

iri tu , co-opted

the blogs once bloggers insert the music file codes onto their blogs.

Defendant Albert does not disclose the existence of the EM code on his
music website or in his other related marketing media.

16 28.

As a result , when a consumer visits the co-opted blogs , the EM defendants
display the EM installation bo es, that, as described above in Paragraphs 21

, are disguised as securtywamings that prompt the . consumer to

download and install a purported browser upgrade or other securty

softare.

21 29. , The defendants ' representations that the softare

22

code

is a free music file

browser upgrade , or other innocuous " freeware" or files are false and

misleadig. In fact , it is the EM code that, as described in more detail
below , tracks onlne activity, changes Internet homepages , inserts new

toolbars and side frames onto consumers browser windows , and serves up

28 Complaint
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pop up " advertisements onto consumers ' computers. Consumers do not

have lmowledge of and have not consented to the installation of the EM
code.

The EM Defendants ' Software Code
Internet

cking,

New ' Homepages,

Toolbars,

Side Windows and Pop Ups
30. . The software code that EM and its affiliates distrbute to consumers has

several pertinent featues that interfere with the fuctionality of consumers

computers. Furhermore , consumers have no reason to suspect that
following defendants ' prompts will result in installing the code. Nor

can

consumers reasonably uninstall or otherwise remove the code once it is

installed on their computers. The exact parameters of the EM code change
, 13

somewhat overtime. However, the cumulative effects of the code remain
essentially unchanged.

15 31.

First , the EM defendants track consumers Internet activity. They track
consumers ' Internet browsing behavior and then display a vertisements on

18'

consuners ' computers that correspond to that behavior. In some cases , the
EM defendants displayed advertsements corresponding to search terms

tyed into a search bar.

20 32.

Second, the EM defendants change consumers preferred or default
homepage settngs , often to their own website ,

ww. searchnac1e. com.

22 33. Thd, the EM defendants insert a new toolbar onto consumers ' Internet
browser windows. Over time , they have inserted several variations of

toolbars , which bear varous different monikers , including the "EliteBar

the "Enternet Media"

or "

EM" toolbar , and the " searchmrac1e bar. " The

toolbars contain buttons labeled "Premium sites

28 Complait
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Online dating,

Onlme

""

casinos

"-

drgs and "Virus

consumer clicks on any of
these buttons , the EM defendants cause the consumer s browser to be
Online

Scan. " rfa

directed to various websites. Typically, the toolbars apparently also

purort

to fuction as a "search bar" and contain a window labeled " Search.
34.

Fourh, the EM defendants insert an obtrsive , large-scale side "window " or
frame " onto consumers ' browser windows that displays varous

advertisements. It appears as a vertical window that is positioned along the
left-hand side of the consumers ' browser windows and fills approximately
one- thid of their computer screens. The side widow sometimes displays a

purorted search-engine results page. The window is entitled " Recent
Searches " and it contains a list of approximately two dozen items.

12 35.

Consistent with the EM defendants ' Internet tracking behavior , the content
of these purorted " search results " is often cued to the search term that are

entered into a legitiate

search

engie search bar. The side window

sometimes displays "pop up like advertisements rather than purorted

searchresults.

17 36.

Fifth, the EM defendants display "pop up " advertisements on consumers
computers that advertse various products , including botox treatments , auto

insurance , and the like. These "pop

ups "

appear on consumers ' computers

even when their Internet-browsers are not. activated.

21 37.

The effects o ftbe EM code substantially interfere with consumers ' use of
their computers. Furhermore , consumers cannot reasonably avoid this
interference. They canot

reasonably

avoid it , before the fact, by relying on

disclosures made in an End User License Agreement ("EULA" ) or in other

reIevanfmarketing media. Nor can they reasonably avoid it , after the ' fact
having installed it , by then unnstalling

28 Complaint
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removing the code.
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38.

""

Although the EM defendants do have aEULA , they do not require , let alone
encourage , consumers to review it prior to downloading and installing the

EM code. The EM defendants ' installation boxes , when clicked on
, automatically install the EM code , with no requirement that a consumer

agree to terms and concltions. There is nothig labeled "EULA Terms
onditions More Information " or the like that then links to the

and

EULA page. In any case , the EM EULA , even if it were readily available
by its term is so broad and over-reaching that it does not convey adequate

inforiation to consumers.
39.

Nor can a consumer, having installed the EM code , reasonably avoid its
most cases , the EM defendants

effects by uninstalling or removing it.

own instrctions do

not remove all of the EM code , and the EM code does

. not appear in,the Add/emove feature of the Windows operating system,

Often , all or some of the EM code remains on consumers ' computers even
after repeated attempts to unstall the code.

VIOLATIONS OF THE FTC ACT
COUNT ONE

AS TO THE ENTERNT lVDIA DEFENDANTS
'19 ' (Defendants Rohbani , Hakimi, Enternet Media, Inc., and Conspy & Co., Inc.

Deceptive Representations Regarding Software Code

21 40.

In numerous instances , in connection with marketing and distrbuting

software code to consumers , the Enternet Media defendants have

represented in their marketing media, expressly or by implication , that the
softare code

functions as an innocuous free softare code or file

including but not limited to , an Internet browser upgrade or other computer
securty software ,

, Complaint

or a music file , a song lyrc , or a cell phone ring tone.
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. 41.

In trth and in fact ,

innumerous instances , the softare

code does

not

function as an innocuous free software code or file , including but not
limited to

, an Internet browser upgrade or other computer securty

software

or a music file , a song lyrc , or a cell phone ring tone. Rather, the software

code causes a stream of multiple advertsements to appear on consumers
computers and , in some cases , also tracks consumers ' Internet activity.

42.

Therefore , the EM defendants ' representations , as described in Paragraph 40

above , are false and misleading, and the mang of those represep.tations

constitutes a deceptive act or practice in violation of Section 5 of the FTC
Act

, 15

C.

9 45(a).

, COL

TWO

AS TO THE ENTERNET MEDIA DEFENDANTS

15

(Defendants Rohbani, Hakimi, EnternetMedia, Inc. , Conspy & Co., Inc.
Unfair Installation of Software Code
43. In numerous instances , in connection with marketiganddistrb1iting
. software code to consumers , the Enternet Media defendants have

downloaded and installed, or cause to be downoaded and installed
softare code

that causes a stream of multiple advertisements to appear on

consumers ' computers and, in some cases , also tracks consumers ' Internet

activity. When the sofnyare code is installed on consumers ' computers , in
some cases , itwill: (1) track consumers ' Internet activity; (2) change
22"

consuners ' preferred Internet honiepage settngs; (3) insert a new toolbar
onto consumers ' Internet browsers; (4) insert a large side " frame " or
window " onto consumers ' browser widows that in

tu displays

advertsements; and (5) display numerous "pop up " advertsements on

consumers ' computer screens , even when consumers ' Internet browsers are

28 Complaint
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, .

closed.
44.

The Entemet Media defendants ' actions are likely to cause substantial

injur

to consumers that canot be reasonably avoided and is not outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.
.45.

Therefore , the Enternet Media defendants ' engaging in the practices

described in Paragraph 43 above , constitutes an unfair act or practice in

violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act , 15 D. C. g 45(a).

COUNT THRE
AS TO

THE ENTERNT MEDIA DEFENDANTS

(Defendants Rohbani , Hakimi , Enternet Media, Inc. , Conspy & Co., Inc. )
Means and Instrumentalities Count

12 46.

In numerous instances , the Enternet Media defendants have fushed
others , including but not limited to their affiliate marketers, with softare

code that substantially interferes with consumers ' use of their compu;ters , as

well as with corresponding marketing media that contains false and

misleading representations regarding that softare

code.

BY:fshing

others with the materials to engage in the deceptive and unfair practices
described in Paragraphs 40 and 43, above , the Enternet Media defendants

have provided the means and instrentalities for the commssion of
deceptive and unfair acts and practices.

2i 47.

Therefore , the Enternet Media defendants ' conduct , as described in

22

Paragraph 46 , constitutes a deceptive and unfair act or practice in violation

of Section 5(a) of the FTC Act , 15D. C. g 45(a).

28 Complait
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COUNT FOUR

AS TO DEFENDANT ALBERT
Failure to Disclose the Presence and Nature

48.

of Bundled

Software Code

In numerous instances , in connection with marketing and distrbuting
softare code to consumers ,
by implication ,

defendant Albert has represented, expressly or

that the softare

code fuctions as

a music file that, when

incorporated into consumers ' web logs or other websites , will enable
consumers to play music on their web logs or other websites.
49.

In numerous instances , defendant Albert has failed to disclose that the

software code contains additional code that delivers advertisements to
consumers ' computers. He has failed to disclose that , \vhen the softare

code is incorporated into consumers ' web logs or other websites , it will
display on those web logs or other websitesadvertsements from the

Enternet Media defendants that represerit, expressly or by implication , that
their softare

code

functions as an Internet browser upgrade or other

computer securty -software and prompts conSumers to downoad it.

50.

This additional infonnation , described in Paragraph 49 , would be material to
. consumers in decidig to downoad and install the softare

code

that

defendant Albert distrbutes.

51.

Defendant Albert' s failure to disclose the material infonnation described in

Paragraph 49; above, in light of the representations described in Paragraph
48 above , constitutes a deceptive act or practice in violation of Section 5 of

. the FTC Act, 15 D.

C. 9 45(a)

CONSUMR INJUY
52.

The defendants ' violations of Section 5 of the FTC Act , 15

C.

45(a),

as set forth above , have caused and continue to cause substantial injur to'

Complaint
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consumers. Absent injunctive relief by this Cour , the defendants are likely
, to continue to injure consumers and har the public interest.

THIS COURT' S POWER TO GRAT RELIEF
53.

Section 13(b) of the FTC Act , 15 D. C. 9 53(b), empowers this Cour to

grant injunctive and other ancillar relief, including consumer redress
disgorgement and restitution , to prevent and remedy any violations of any

provision of law enforced by the Federal Trade Commssion.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

9 ,WHREFORE , plaintiff; the Federal Trade Commssion, requests that this Cour

10 as authorized by Section 13(b) of the FTC Act, 15 D.
1 1

J.J.

C. 9 53(b), and pursuant to

its own equitable powers:

12

Award plaintiff such preliminar injunctive and ancillary relief as may be

13 '

necessar to avert the likelihood of consumer injur

during the pendency of

this action and to preserve the possibility of effective final relief.

15

Permanently enjoin the defendants :Iom violating Section 5(a). ofthe FTC

.16

Act , 15 U.

17 J.

9 45(a), as alleged in this complaint.
, Award such relief as the Cour fmds necessary to redress injur
consumers resultig from

to

the defendants ' violations of Section 5(a) of the

FTC Act , 15 D. C. 9 45(a), including, but not limited to

, rescission

'Of

. contracts , restitution , the refund of monies paid , and the disgorgement"Ofill

gotten monies.

28 Complait
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Award the Commssion the costs .of bringing this action , as well as any
other equitable relief that the Cour may determe to be just and proper.

Dated: October

, 2005

ectfully submitted:
WILLIAM BLUMENTH
General Counsel
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